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Abstract: Twitter's central goal is to enable everybody to make and share thoughts and data, and to 

communicate their suppositions and convictions without boundaries. Twitter's job is to serve the public 

discussion, which requires portrayal of a different scope of points of view. Yet, it does not advance 

viciousness against or straightforwardly assault or undermine others based on race, nationality, public 

cause, rank, sexual direction, age, inability, or genuine illness. Hate Speech can hurt a person or a 

community. So, it is not appropriate to use hate speech. Now, due to increase in social media usage, hate 

speech is very commonly used on these platforms. So, it is not possible to identify hate speeches manually. 

So, it is essential to develop an automated hate speech detection model and this research work shows 

different approaches of Natural Language Processing for classification of Hate Speech through Machine 

Learning Algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to increasing scale of social media, people are using social media platforms to post their views. Giving opinions 

which are harsh or rude to someone directly on face is a difficult task. So, people feel it is safe over internet to abuse or 

post something offensive to others. So, they feel secured posting such content on the internet. Due to this the use of hate 

speech over the social media is increasing daily. So, as to handle such a large data of users over social media, automatic 

detection of hate speech methods are required. In this paper we use machine learning methods to classify whether hate 

speech or not. There are a number of machine learning applications, One of them is for text based classification. Each 

instance or here we can say each tweet is represented using the same set of features used by machine learning 

algorithms. There are two types of problems solved machine learning algorithms, supervised and unsupervised. 

Supervised learning is the task of training model based on given dataset containing both set of features and labels. 

Though unsupervised learning is the training system function in which data set is neither categorized nor named. 

Supervised learning is further divided into two types regression and classification based on labels of dataset.Here we 

concerned only about classification. Classification machine algorithms used categorical dataset and are used to classify 

the class/category of the unknown instance.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Hate Speech on Twitter A Pragmatic Approach to Collect Hateful and Offensive Expressions and Perform Hate Speech 

Detection 

”Hajime Watanabe, Mondher Bouazizi, Tomoaki Ohtsuk” 

With the rapid growth of social networks and microblogging websites, communication between people from different 

cultural and psychological backgrounds became more direct, resulting in more and more “cyber” conflicts between 

these people. Consequently, hate speech is used more and more, to the point where it became a serious problem 

invading these open spaces. Hate speech refers to the use of aggressive, violent or offensive language, targeting a 

specific group of people sharing a common property, whether this property is their gender (i.e., sexism), their ethnic 

group or race (i.e., racism) or their believes and religion, etc.  

 Implementation of Machine Learning to Detect Hate Speech Moreover, it inspires them to spread hatred in society. 

Bangla is one of the topmost spoken languages in the world. But hate speech detection in Bangla language is rare. Our 
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purpose is to detect hate speech in Bangla language. To perform the task, we were in need of the Bangla datasets. But 

the Bangla dataset is not available. So, we have collected data from Facebook. 

Dynamic weighted attention with multi channel convolutional nural network for Emotion Recognition.In this paper, 

based on a full intrinsic–extrinsic model for symmetric doped double-gate MOSFET, we analyze the impact of FinFET 

gate resistance over the inverter and ring oscillator performance. It is shown that, when the total number of fins remains 

constant, the propagation delay can be improved thanks to the multifinger configuration that translates into the gate 

resistance reduction.  

Syntactic Edge -Enhanced Graph Convlutional Networks for Aspech level sentiment classification with interactive 

attention.In natural language processing, aspect-level sentiment classification is a popular research area (NLP). How to 

create efficient algorithms to model the relationships between aspects and opinion words that appear in a sentence is 

one of the major challenges. The graph convolutional networks (GCNs) achieve the promising results among the 

various methods suggested in the literature because of their strong ability to capture the large distance between the 

aspects and the opinion words. Sentence-Level Classification using Parallel fuzzy deep learning classfiier:In this paper 

the author specifies the classification using parallel fuzzy deep learning classifier. At present, with the growing number 

of Web 2.0 platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, users honestly communicate their opinions and ideas 

about events, services, and products. Owing to this rise in the number of social platforms and their extensive use by 

people, enormous amounts produced hourly. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
fig: Block Diagram 
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Hate speech will be automatically identified, allowing the platform to detect and delete hate speech much more rapidly 

and efficiently. Among the different machine learning methods, deep learning, a subset of machine learning, is widely 

used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to address the problem of text classification 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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To simplify the process of classifying of hate speech we have used machine learning approach to detect hate speech 

from the twitter data. And To classify hate speech from the tweets we have implemented machine learning algorithms 

like SVM, Logistic Regression . 

V. METHODOLOGY 

This study focuses on machine learning classification models, hate speech datasets, and the most significant features of 

hate speech models in light of such a widespread phenomenon. We applied a survey and content analysis to retrieve and 

analyze relevant studies based on the methodology of Tranfield et al. The primary research question in this paper is to 

identify the dominant approaches to hate speech and its significant datasets that are commonly used by the research 

community. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In routine life, as the usage of social media is increased everyone seems to think like they can speak or write anything 

they want. Due to this thinking hate speech has been increased so it becomes necessary to automate the process of 

classifying the hate speech data. To simplify the process of classifying of hate speech we have used machine learning 

approach to detect hate speech from the twitter data. For this we have used tf-idf and bag of words methods to extract 

feature from the tweets. To classify hate speech from the tweets we have implemented machine learning algorithms like 

SVM, Logistic Regression and Random Forest. We can conclude from the results obtained that by using Data without 

preprocessing and machine learning models with default parameters, Random Forest with bag of words gives best 

performance with 0.6580 F1 Score and 0.9629 Accuracy Score. But as explained earlier only obtaining highest 

accuracy is not enough when we are dealing with imbalance class dataset. For that we have used here F1 score which is 

quite low for data without preprocessing. To improve this we have used some preprocessing steps and gridsearch to 

obtained best parameter for machine learning model.Limitations of this approach is that it can be only applied to the 

twitter dataset so to detect hate speech from big data can be a challenge. In future f1 score and accuracy can be 

improved. More machine learning techniques needs to be explored. Also different method needs to be applied to handle 

the imbalance class data. 
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